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Finitely repeated games

Suppose the following Prisoners’ Dilemma game is played
twice, and assume, for simplicity, that the payo↵s are the
sum of payo↵s in each period, i.e., there is no discounting.

Player 2

D C

Player 1 D 0, 0 3,�1
C �1, 3 2, 2

What does a subgame perfect equilibrium look like in
this repeated game? Consider a subgame starting in period
2. It is completely independent of what happened before.
What you do in period 2 cannot a↵ect what happened in
period 1. All such subgames have the unique equilibrium
(D,D) in dominant strategies. Hence a subgame perfect
equilibrium for the game as a whole must prescribe the play
of (D,D) in period 2. Given this, we can simply add the
equilibrium payo↵s from period 2 to those of period 1 to get
the reduced game as it looks from the viewpoint of period 1.
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Player 2

D C

Player 1 D 0, 0 3,�1
C �1, 3 2, 2

We find that given rational behavior in period 2, (D,D)
has to be played in period 1. The unique subgame perfect
(backward induction) equilibrium for the game as a whole
prescribes (D,D) in the first period, and then (D,D) in the
second period regardless of what happened in the first period.
Cooperation is still not possible.

Also note that if there is uncertainty about how many
times the game is repeated, but it is commonly known that
the game cannot go on more than T periods (for some T ),
the same sad conclusion obtains. The central thing is that
there is a commonly known last period.

In general, we have the following.

Fact. Let G be a game with a unique equilibrium. If
G is repeated a finite number of times (with or without
discounting), the unique subgame perfect equilibrium of the
repeated game prescribes the play of the unique stage game
equilibrium in every period.

If, however, a stage game has more than one equilibrium,
the finitely repeated version may have subgame perfect
equilibria that give rise to payo↵s better than the sum of
payo↵s from a series of stage game equilibria. (We already
saw an example of this last week.)
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Infinitely repeated games

Now instead suppose we repeat the same Prisoners’ Dilemma
game infinitely many times. Even though the lives of human
individuals are typically finite, this may be a reasonable
model of interaction between organizations (e.g., firms).
(We shall return to this idea shortly.) Alternatively, we may
assume that there is always a positive probability that the
stage game is repeated one more time.

Now we need to discount, since payo↵s will otherwise
be infinitely large no matter what the players do. Let both
players have the same discount factor �. The discounted
present value of an infinite stream of payments ⇡0,⇡1,⇡2, . . .

is

⇡0 + �⇡1 + �
2
⇡2 + . . . =

1X

t=0

�
t
⇡t.

Again, we could also let � be the (stationary) probability of
one more period of play, and study undiscounted expected
values, or some mixture of both assumptions.
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We start by noting that there is a subgame perfect
equilibrium of the infinitely repeated game that involves
repeated play of the unique stage game equilibrium forever.
Recall that a strategy in an extensive form game is a
complete contingent plan of action, which specifies an action
for every possible situation (information set) that may occur
in the game. Consider the strategy

• Start by playing D, and then play D regardless of what
happened previously.
Suppose one player adopts this strategy. Does the

opponent have a better reply than doing the same? No, since
if he ever plays C, he gets a lower discounted present value.
So both players using this strategy is an equilibrium.

The equilibrium is subgame perfect for the following
reason. Note that in each period, a number of subgames
(one for each possible previous history) start that are
identical in structure to the game as a whole. Since the
equilibrium strategies prescribe the same behavior in all
of these subgames, and since we just established that this
behavior was in equilibrium, we have a subgame perfect
equilibrium.
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Having made this observation, we shall now show that
for some values of the discount factor, there are also subgame
perfect equilibria of the infinitely repeated game that lead to
cooperation in every period. This result is based on the fact
that in a repeated interaction, a player who deviates from
cooperation can be punished.

Consider the following (grim) trigger strategy �i for
Player i:

• Play C in the first period.
• Play C in period t if (C,C) was played in all previous

periods, otherwise play D.
That is, the strategy �i involves cooperation until

somebody has defected, whereupon Player i switches to D

for the rest of the game. Clearly, if both players adopt this
strategy, the end result is cooperation in each period, forever.
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We first investigate when (�1,�2) is an equilibrium. We
need to show that �i is a best reply for Player i given that
Player j plays �j . The discounted present value of �i against
�j is

1X

t=0

�
t2 =

2
1� �

.

Suppose Player i instead deviates and plays something other
than �i. The best other thing he could do is to play D

once, and thereafter a best reply to whatever the opponent
does. Since his opponent will switch to D for the rest of the
game, following i’s deviation, it is best for i also to play D

thereafter.
Hence in order for (�i,�j) to be an equilibrium, we only

need to check that

2
1� �

� 3 +
�

1� �
· 0.

This is true if we have � � 1/3.
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To see that this trigger strategy equilibrium is subgame
perfect, note the following. In each period, a number of
subgames start that are each identical to the game as a
whole. There are two types of situations (information sets)
of interest:

• Histories where both players have played C so far, and
• histories where at least one player has played D.

At the first type of information set, �i prescribes that
play continue as before. If �i is an equilibrium of the game
as a whole, then it is also an equilibrium for the subgames
starting at such information sets.

At the other type of information set, where some player
has deviated, the strategies prescribe switching to (D,D)
whatever happens. Since we already know that this is an
equilibrium for the game as a whole, it is also an equilibrium
for all subgames. It follows that (�1,�2) is a subgame perfect
equilibrium.

More generally, to check that a strategy profile of

a repeated game is a subgame perfect equilibrium it

is su�cient to check, at all relevant information sets,

deviations that deviate optimally in one period and

then return to the proposed equilibrium strategy. (For
reasons that we shall not prove here.)
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We learn from this that if the future is su�ciently
important, i.e., the discount factor is high enough, then
e�cient cooperation is possible in infinitely repeated
noncooperative games, even though there is no formal
possibility of binding agreement.

More generally, in symmetric two-person games, if the
strategy profile (x, x) is a stage game equilibrium, (y, y) a
strategy profile such that u(y, y) > u(x, x), and the strategy
z an optimal one-period deviation against y, then each player
can in a trigger strategy equilibrium with punishment (x, x)
get the payo↵ u(y, y) forever if it holds that

� � u(z, y)� u(y, y)
u(z, y)� u(x, x)

.

We note that one problem with the trigger strategy
equilibrium is that the punishment is too harsh. The
players would want to renegotiate. (One of today’s problems
concerns an equilibrium with a finite punishment phase.)
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Formalities

In general, we define an infinitely repeated game (with
observable actions, public randomizations, and discounting)
by

• its set of players,
• player i’s finite action space Ai in the stage game, with

Ai the set of probability distributions over Ai,
• the random variables !

t drawn from a uniform
distribution on [0, 1] and observed by all players,

• the stage game payo↵ functions gi:A ! IR, and
• the discount factor �.

The vector a
t 2 A contains the actions played at time

t. A history is a vector h
t = (a0

, a
1
, . . . , a

t�1
,!

0
,!

1
, . . . ,!

t).
Let H

t be the space of all period-t histories.
As in any extensive form game, a strategy is a complete

contingent plan of action. Specifically, it says for every
history possible at t, for every t, which action to take at t.
A behavior strategy says which mixed action ↵

t
i 2 Ai to take

at t.
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Feasible payo↵s and the minmax payo↵

Since the players observe the realization of a random
variable, their strategies can be made contingent on it. This
means the space of payo↵ profiles is convexified. As a simple
example, consider a strategy for the example PD played once
which specifies the play of C if !  .5 and D otherwise. If
both players play this strategy, the expected payo↵ of each is
.5 · 2 + .5 · 0 = 1. In a similar fashion, any convex combination
of payo↵ profiles in the stage game may be attained. Let

V := convex hull{v | 9a 2 A such that g(a) = v}

be this payo↵ space.
The figure shows the convex hull of payo↵s for the

example PD.
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Player i’s minmax payo↵ for the stage game is

vi := min
↵⇠i

max
↵i

gi(↵i,↵⇠i).

The minmax payo↵ is an expected payo↵ a player can
guarantee himself in the game, i.e., no matter what the other
players do, the player can achieve the minmax payo↵. Let m

i
j

be an action on the part of player j that is part of a profile
minmaxing player i.

To find the minmax payo↵ of our example PD, suppose
a player’s opponent plays C with probability p. Then the
player’s expected payo↵ from his pure action C is uC(p) :=
p · 2+ (1� p) · (�1) = 3p� 1, and his expected payo↵ from the
pure action D is uD(p) := p · 3 + (1 � p) · 0 = 3p. The figure
shows these functions.
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In the example, each player’s minmax payo↵ is 0.
The set of feasible, strictly individually rational payo↵s

is {v 2 V | vi > vi for all i}.
In the figure, the shaded area is therefore the set of

individually rational payo↵s for the example PD.
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Some useful identities

Note that
1X

t=T

�
t = �

T
1X

t=0

�
t = �

T 1
1� �

and

T�1X

t=0

�
t =

1X

t=0

�
t �

1X

t=T

�
t =

1
1� �

� �
T 1

1� �
=

1� �
T

1� �
.

Also note that we shall from now on normalize payo↵s
by (1� �).
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The Folk Theorem

We are now ready to consider some “folk theorems” (so
called because the first of them was known long before
anyone put it on paper). Folk theorems make statements
about which payo↵s are possible in equilibrium of infinitely
repeated games.

Folk Theorem. Let v 2 V be such that vi > vi for all i.
Then there is � < 1 such that for all � 2 (�, 1) there is an
equilibrium of the infinitely repeated game with payo↵s v.

Assume, for simplicity, that there is some a such that
g(a) = v. The proof uses strategies of the form

• Start by playing ai, and
• play ai as long as a was played in the previous period

or play di↵ered from a in at least two components,
otherwise if player i was the only one not to conform,
play m

i
j from then on.

For large enough �, this will be an equilibrium. But note
that this construction uses each player’s minmax payo↵ as
punishment. Since the action profiles minmaxing a player
are not necessarily equilibria of the continuation of the
game, this theorem does not say anything about subgame
perfection.
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Friedman’s construction, that we used in the example
earlier, instead uses a stage game equilibrium as punishment,
and hence generates subgame perfect equilibria. But then
the result only says that payo↵s greater than some Nash
equilibrium payo↵ of the stage game can be attained.

There are, however, many theorems to the e↵ect that
any individually rational payo↵s may be attained in subgame
perfect equilibria of an infinitely repeated game. We shall
consider one due to Fudenberg and Maskin (1986).

Theorem. Let the dimension of V equal the number of
players. For any v 2 V such that vi > vi for all i, there is
then � < 1 such that for all � 2 (�, 1) there is a subgame
perfect equilibrium of the infinitely repeated game with
payo↵s v.
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The full dimension condition is a su�cient condition
for it to be possible to reward some players and not others.
To get the intuition for this, suppose V for our example PD
was one-dimensional, e.g., a straight line with positive slope.
Then it would not be possible to reward one player without
also rewarding the other.

We prove (along with Fudenberg and Tirole) a simplified
version based on pure actions. Assume there is some pure
action profile a such that g(a) = v, and that the minmax
profile against each player is in pure actions. Let w

j
i :=

gi(mj) be the payo↵ of player i when player j is being
minmaxed.

Pick an interior v
0 2 V and " > 0 such that for all i we

have that
vi < v

0
i < vi

and

v
0(i) := (v01 + ", . . . , v

0
i�1 + ", v

0
i, v

0
i+1 + ", . . . , v

0
n + ")

is in V . Such a v
0(i) exists because of the full dimension

assumption on V . Let a(i) be the pure action profile such
that g(a(i)) = v

0(i).
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Next consider strategies as follows.
Phase I: Play a. Remain in Phase I as long as a is

played, or play di↵ers from a in at least two components.
Otherwise, i.e., if a single player j deviates, go to Phase IIj .

Phase IIj: Play m
j in each period. Continue for T

periods as long as play is always m
j or di↵ers from m

j in at
least two components. After T periods, go to Phase IIIj . If
during Phase IIj a single player i deviates, begin Phase IIi.

Phase IIIj: Play a(j). Remain in Phase IIIj unless a
single player i deviates. If player i deviates, go to Phase IIi.

That is, if somebody deviates, there are T periods of
minmaxing of the deviator, followed by an eternity of rewards
for the non-deviators. If somebody deviates during the
punishment or reward period, punishment starts over against
that player.
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We now show that we can find � and T such that this
is a subgame perfect equilibrium. To do this, we must check
that it is rational for a player to follow the strategy in every
subgame, given that all other players stick to their strategies.

In Phase I, if player i conforms, he gets a normalized
payo↵ of vi. If he deviates once and then conforms, he gets
at most

(1� �) max
a

gi(a) + �((1� �
T )vi + �

T
v
0
i).

Let � approach 1. Then the maximum deviation payo↵
approaches v

0
i < vi, so conforming is rational for large enough

�.
In Phase IIIj , with j 6= i, if player i conforms, he gets

v
0
i + ". If he deviates once, again he gets at most

(1� �) max
a

gi(a) + �((1� �
T )vi + �

T
v
0
i),

which is less than v
0
i + " for large enough �.

In Phase IIIi, player i gets v
0
i from conforming, and

again at most

(1� �) max
a

gi(a) + �((1� �
T )vi + �

T
v
0
i)

from deviating optimally. Let � approach 1 while adjusting T

to keep �
T constant. Then the deviation payo↵ approaches

(1� �
T )vi + �

T
v
0
i,

which is less than v
0
i. Hence we can find � and T such that

conforming is rational.
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In Phase IIi with T
0  T periods left, player i gets

(1� �
T 0

)vi + �
T 0

v
0
i.

If he deviates optimally, he gets

(1� �)vi + �((1� �
T )vi + �

T
v
0
i),

so conforming is rational.
Finally, in Phase IIj with T

0  T periods left, with j 6= i,
player i gets

(1� �
T 0

)wj
i + �

T 0
(v0i + ")

from conforming, and at most

(1� �) max
a

gi(a) + �((1� �
T )vi + �

T
v
0
i)

from deviating optimally. Hence for large �, it is rational to
conform.
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Implicit cartels

We can now apply the notion of equilibrium in trigger
strategies to our standard quantity competition model of
oligopoly, i.e., the one with two firms and market demand
given by p(q1, q2) = a� q1 � q2.

We know from before that a monopolist in this market
would supply (a � c)/2. We shall now investigate whether
two firms who interact infinitely many times could subgame-
perfectly sustain an “implicit contract” involving their each
producing half of the monopoly quantity, i.e.,

q
m =

a� c

4
,

and hence share the monopoly profit. We note that if they
each produce this quantity, in one period they each get profit

⇡
m =

✓
a� 2(a� c)

4
� c

◆ ✓
a� c

4

◆
=

(a� c)2

8
.

In the unique one-shot equilibrium, where, as you recall, each
firm produces (a� c)/3, a firm’s profit is instead

⇡
c =

✓
a� 2(a� c)

3
� c

◆ ✓
a� c

3

◆
=

(a� c)2

9
.
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We now want to know when there is an equilibrium
in trigger strategies that use the one-shot equilibrium as a
punishment. We therefore have to investigate what Firm
i’s optimal one-period deviation is, given that the other firm
produces half the monopoly quantity. Firm i’s profit function
in this case is

⇡i(qi, (a� c)/4) =
✓

a� a� c

4
� qi � c

◆
qi,

so the best one-period deviation is found by setting the
derivative

@⇡i(qi, (a� c)/4)
@qi

= �2qi + a� a� c

4
� c

equal to zero and solving for the optimal deviation quantity

q
d =

3(a� c)
8

.

We then see that the one-period profit from deviation is

⇡
d =

✓
a� a� c

4
� 3(a� c)

8
� c

◆
3(a� c)

8
=

9(a� c)2

64
.
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Now consider the trigger strategies
• Start by producing q

m,
• produce q

m if nobody has produced a di↵erent quantity
previously, and

• if somebody has produced something other than q
m,

then produce q
d for the rest of eternity.

We know there is a subgame perfect equilibrium where
both firms play this strategy if it is the case that

� � ⇡
d � ⇡

m

⇡d � ⇡c
.

Substituting the values we just computed, this is equivalent
to

� � 9/17.

(Obviously this is a special case due to the specific
assumptions we have made about demand and so on, not a
universal constant.)
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Scottish philosopher David Hume already in the 18th
century noted the importance of the “shadow of the future”
for the prospects for cooperation today.

. . . I learn to do a service to another,
without bearing him any real kindness;
because I forsee, that he will return my
service, in expectation of another of the
same kind, and in order to maintain the
same correspondence of good o�ces with
me or with others. And accordingly, after I
have serv’d him, and he is in possession of
the advantage arising from my action, he is
induc’d to perform his part, as foreseeing
the consequences of his refusal. [Hume, A

Treatise of Human Nature (1740/1888).]

Actually, what Hume seems to be talking about here is
something more sophisticated than just cooperation between
two agents who have repeated interactions with each other.
Hume seems to say that cooperation can also be sustained
between individuals who are not likely to meet again. This
is something that has been the subject of formal study only
fairly recently.
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Interaction with di↵erent partners

The Folk Theorem shows how cooperation is possible in
repeated dealings with the same agents. In modern-day
societies, however, while many transactions take place
between people who do indeed interact repeatedly with one
another over time, many other dealings are between people
who do not expect to meet each other again. Yet most of
these dealings are actually based on implicit contractual
agreements that cannot be enforced in courts of law, i.e.,
they are based on trust . All international trade is anarchic
in this sense. It is not as clear how the Folk Theorem could
explain voluntary cooperation on such a larger scale.
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Public information

Let there be infinitely many individuals (a continuum,
perhaps) who are randomly matched. Suppose everybody
immediately gets to know if an agent has deviated. Then
the Folk Theorem holds using the same strategies as before,
except now everybody punishes everybody else. In particular,
the trigger strategy equilibrium carries over directly.

This is not so appealing, however, since it involves
• a heroic information assumption, and
• the punishment of innocents.

So we now look for more clever decentralized
mechanisms for supporting cooperation.
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Social norms (Kandori 1992)

Consider a society with any number of players and any
system for matching players, where a player has a label
zi 2 {0, 1, . . . , T} at any point in time. A player i is said
to be

• innocent if zi = 0,
• otherwise he is guilty .

T will turn out to be number of periods of punishment.
A player observes his own and his opponent’s label.

Suppose the game played in each matching is a
symmetric Prisoners’ Dilemma with two actions, c and d,
such that u(d, c) > u(c, c) > u(d, d) = 0 > u(c, d).

Consider a strategy that is a function only of the labels
in a match (where we call the agents 1 and 2 for convenience)
such that

�(z) =

8
><

>:

(c, c) if z = (0, 0)
(d, c) if z1 = 0 and z2 6= 0
(c, d) if z1 6= 0 and z2 = 0
(d, d) if z1, z2 6= 0.

Consider also a transition function for the labels such that
the next period’s label of player 1 is given by

⌧1(z, a) =

8
<

:

0 if z1 = 0 and a1 = �1(z)
z1 + 1 (mod T + 1) if z1 6= 0 and a1 = �1(z)
1 if a1 6= �1(z)

(and symmetrically for the other player).
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Note that
• Deviators (including agents who fail to punish other

deviators and so on) are punished for T periods only
• A deviator repents when matched with innocent agents

Note that if this system (i.e., the strategy and label
updating rule) is followed then if there were no guilty players
at the outset, everybody will get the cooperative payo↵
forever. If there are some guilty players initially, then after
at most T periods everybody will be innocent and will enjoy
the cooperative payo↵ forever. Kandori terms this property
global stability , since the system will return to equilibrium
eventually if something disturbs it.
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We now look for T and � such that this can be
supported as an equilibrium.

Consider an agent who is guilty. If he complies with �,
he gets at least

x(1) + �x(2) + . . . + �
T�1

x(T ) + (�T + �
T+1 + . . .)u(c, c),

where x(t) 2 {u(d, d), u(c, d)}. Note that if everybody
complies, then after T periods nobody is guilty anymore and
everybody gets u(c, c) for sure.

If the guilty agent deviates one time and then complies
(which is again the only case we have to check), he gets at
most

0+�x(2)+. . .+�
T�1

x(T )+�
T
u(c, d)+(�T+1+�

T+2+. . .)u(c, c).

The di↵erence between these payo↵s is

x(1)� �
T
u(c, d) + �

T
u(c, c) � (1� �

T )u(c, d) + �
T
u(c, c),

so a guilty player will rationally comply if we have that

(1� �
T )u(c, d) + �

T
u(c, c) � 0. (1)
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An innocent agent will comply if we have that

u(c, c) � (1� �)u(d, c) + �((1� �
T )u(d, d) + �

T
u(c, c)), (2)

where the left hand side is the lower bound on his payo↵
when complying and the right hand side is the upper bound
on his payo↵ if deviating.

To see that there is � such that (1) and (2) hold, let �

approach 1 in (1). Then the left hand side approaches u(c, c),
which is non-negative by assumption. Thus (1) will hold for
large enough �.

To see that there is T such that the incentive conditions
hold, let � approach 1 in (2) while adjusting T so that �

T

is constant. Then the right hand side approaches (1 �
�

T )u(d, d) + �
T
u(c, c), which is less than u(c, c). And there

you have it. Just like David Hume said.
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One might object, perhaps, that there may be much
simpler equilibria where people are “marked” if they deviate,
and nobody interacts with marked players. But such an
equilibrium cannot exist independently of the matching
rule, as does the Kandori norm. If two unmarked players
are matched, and one of them is more likely to be matched
with marked players in the future, he may have an incentive
to deviate. The Kandori norm is an equilibrium under more
general circumstances than, for instance, random matching.
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Applications

Kandori does not explain who does the updating of labels.
Milgrom, North, and Weingast apply a construction

very similar to the Kandori norm to explain the role of
private judges in medieval trade. The judges are the ones
who update the labels on agents in this setting. MN&W
also allow for this updating procedure to be costly, for the
possibility of judges being dishonest, etc.

Klein uses a similar model to discuss credit information
agencies.

Clearly, this approach is promising as regards
understanding a variety of real-world phenomena involving
cooperation in infrequent, large-numbers interaction.
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Organizations and n-person dilemmas

Not all social interaction occurs in pairs. Sometimes it is
necessary that everybody, or some specific proportion of
the population, cooperate in order that an e�cient result be
realized. Such multiperson prisoners’ dilemmas have been
discussed by, e.g., Schelling and Taylor. Here is an example
(from Cremer 1986) game with 30 players.

Number of cooperators

18 or less 19 20 or more
Payo↵ to cooperators 0.0 0.4 0.8
Payo↵ to noncooperators 0.5 0.9 1.3

Since noncooperation is a dominant strategy here, it is
the only outcome of the one-shot and finitely repeated games
even though everybody would be better o↵ if everybody
cooperated.
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Nor do people really live forever. However, an
organization might. Cremer considers an organization that
has 30 members at any point in time. In each period the
oldest agent leaves and a new one is recruited (thus this is
an overlapping generations model). Suppose the future is not
discounted and consider the following “corporate culture” (in
case we are talking about a firm here) or “social contract”:

• The 20 youngest agents cooperate, while the ten oldest
do not, and

• If there has been a deviation, no agent cooperates from
then on.
Consider the ten oldest agents. Clearly, they have no

incentive to deviate.
Consider next the twenty youngest agents. If such an

agent deviates, he gets a one-period gain of .9 � .8 = .1 utils,
but he loses at least (1.3 � .5) ⇥ 10 = 8 utils in his last ten
years.
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Problem. Suppose we have n firms in the same Cournot
market as always, and that the game is repeated infinitely
many times. What is the lowest value of the common
discount factor � such that there is a subgame perfect
equilibrium in trigger strategies, with the one-shot
equilibrium as punishment, such that total output is the
monopoly quantity. How does the answer vary with n?

Problem. Suppose we have two firms in the same
homogenous goods market as before, and that the firms set
prices. Suppose the game is infinitely repeated, and that
both firms have the exogenously given discount factor �.
Which are the highest prices and profits that may be enjoyed
in a subgame perfect equilibrium in trigger strategies that use
the one-shot equilibrium as punishment?
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Problem. A chain store has outlets in a number of
cities. Each week, a potential entrant threatens to open a
similar store in one of the cities. The chain store can either
accommodate the challenger, and share the market, or start
a price war that will hurt both parties. The challenger makes
its decision first, and the local game in a city looks as follows.

.................................................................................................................................................................................

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.................................................................................................................................................................................

Challenger

Chain Store

Stay out Enter

Cut price Give up0,2

-1,-1 1,1

a) Suppose this game is played in n cities in turn,
where n is a finite integer, i.e., the chain store meets n

di↵erent challengers, one after the other. What is the unique
subgame perfect equilibrium of this game? Could the chain
store by cutting prices establish a reputation as a tough,
unaccommodating chain store?
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b) Suppose instead that the number of challengers is
infinite, and that the chain store has discount factor �. Are
there now subgame perfect equilibria of a character di↵erent
from in case b)?

Problem. Consider the following Prisoners’ Dilemma game.

Player 2

D C

Player 1 D 1, 1 5, 0
C 0, 5 4, 4

Suppose the game is repeated infinitely many times, and that
both players have the discount factor �. Consider strategies
of the following type.

• Start by playing C.

• Normal phase: Play C as long as nobody has played
D in the normal phase or C in the punishment phase,
otherwise enter the punishment phase.

• Punishment phase: Play D for one period, then return
to the normal phase.

Are there values of � such that for both players to adopt
this strategy is a subgame perfect equilibrium? (Hint: Recall
that it is su�cient to check deviations that deviate in one
period and then return to the proposed strategy.)
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Problem. Players 1 and 2 are to divide a pie of size 1.
Player 1 demands x 2 [0, 1], leaving 1 � x to player 2, who,
at the same time and without knowing x, either accepts or
rejects the demand. If he rejects they both get zero and if he
accepts then player 1 gets x and player 2 gets 1� x.

a) Find the set of equilibria of this game.

b) Suppose the game is repeated a finite number T > 1
of times and that after every period the corresponding one-
shot payo↵s are realized. The players have the same discount
factor � 2 (0, 1). Solve this repeated game by backward
induction and find a subgame perfect equilibrium. Is it
unique and what is player 2’s payo↵ in every period?

c) Suppose the one-shot game is repeated an infinite
number of times. Show that for high enough � it is a
subgame-perfect equilibrium for player 1 to always demand
x = 1/2 and for player 2 to accept this demand. What is
the present value for a player of following this equilibrium
strategy? What is the lowest value of � for which such
cooperation can be sustained?
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Problem. Suppose the following stage game is played twice
without discounting.

Player 2

T M B

Player 1 T 2, 2 6, 1 2, 1
M 1, 6 5, 5 1, 1
B 1, 2 1, 1 4, 4

a) Consider the following strategy.

• Play M in the first period. If (M,M) was played in the
first period, play B in the second period. Otherwise play
T in the second period.

Suppose both players use this strategy. Is this a subgame
perfect equilibrium?

b) Consider the following strategy.

• Play M in the first period. If your opponent played M

in the first period, play B in the second period. If your
opponent played something other than M in the first
period, play T in the second period.

Suppose both players use this strategy. Is this a subgame
perfect equilibrium?
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